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PREFACE

A GMe-PoH on ike Broad Highway

fT^HE spirit of man is nomadic. It is ever .

«

* iearch of Truth, Beauty and Knowledge.
It is oob&tantly reaching out for the Idea). Its
demands cannot be ignored; and the only real
satisfactioa in life, the only dtep-rooted enjoy-
ment, comes from the attempt to understand and
answer the requirements of the spirit-impulse.
The man who disregards this fact is misinter-

preting himself, and the reasons for his very
beiqg. He Is not using his every right to power
—he is putting a minus sign in . ont of himself;
he is here in the world, yet nA all hen, in
influence and compreh^jsion.

There is probn'^ly no . »ore universal feeling
than the desire ai.. ng men of to-day for a sub-
stantial creed, belief-system, code of morals and
thought, that can be consistent with present day
conditions and understanding and yet satisfy
the age-long, deep-seated "religious sentiment"
To have a religion simply means to "believe in

something'* outside the pale of everyday com-
monplace matters, and yet related to them; a
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thought-system to determine physical action, a

workable creed to apply to the great business

of living.

Yet for anyone to form a universal code of

laws that would be applicable to everyone alike

for the observance of spiritual and mun-

dane matters is manifestly impossible. It has

been tried. Time, climate, circumstances—^these

things qualify men, variegate character. Every

tick of the clock, every degree of latitude and

longitude, register a difference of opinion and

differentiate human needs.

The trouble probably with most religious for-

mulas is that they localize themselves too much;

not in their propagation perhaps, but in their

"make-up." They are not easily adapted to dif-

ferent temperaments, not malleable enough to

apply to different occasions". They are usually

set and stubborn. 'You have to accept all or

reject all they have to offer. Yet Truth is

• universal—^there is no monopoly of it. It is like

a great river flowing through all the Universe, in

which all kinds and colors of men may bathe.

You cannot stake out a certain portion of it, and

say "This is the Truth."

Furthermore, Truth is to essential, so much

sought after, that we need to have it unrestricted,

unbegrudged. A broad mental highway to it is

mudi needed, a straight and easily traveled one.
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There is no reason why there should not be such
a road There have hem plenty of winding
paths to Truth in the years past—-and there are
yet. But the modem tendency is towards elimi-
nation of waste time and waste energy.
The probabilities are that all these winding

ways lead towards the Truth—this is the kindly
view. But some are too long, others too de-
vious, too crowded, or too lonesome; still others
are too difficult, or too alluring to be safe. This
little presentation, unostentatious, is merely a
guide-post on the broad highway. It outlines
principles that are plausible and practicable. It
does not aim at an interpretation of somebody's
else belief, or somebody's else book. It does not
go back a thousand years or so for its authority
or look forward to a millennium. It merely
puts in words, perhaps, the thoughts that you are
now thinking, or have thought; it expresses a
few fundamental ideas of self-government and
self-power gleaned from meditation, experience,
study, and contact with numerous peoples and
races the world over, but mostly the tribe of
American business men. It aims to visualize the
vital points of co-relation between thought-life
and life-action.

All men think: some with advantage to them-
selves only; others with advantage to their fel-
lows as well as themselves; and a number with-
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out any benefit to anybody, themselves included.

Perhaps if this little book will enable us to

broaden our personalities and better our abilities

so that we shall never be condemned as belong-

ing to the first class: that of the retired mental

egotists; and that we may be delivered from even

becoming candidates for the third class: that of

the mental wanderers and dissipators; but that

we may ever be counted worthy exponents of

the tenets of the second group, holding and advo-

cating that Truth and Wisdom are tiie common
property of a seeking humanity, no matter to

whom the revelation may have come, then it will

have served its purpose.

For to this end the very nature of Truth is

such that the possession of it enforces expression.

And the burden of the propagation is upon you

and every other man.

True philosophy can only spring up dean and
refreshing from a true souL

Li^ang up to one's present faith is the essen*

tial orinciple of moral progress.

Championing one's present revelation is ihe

best earnest to further intellectual development

You have as much, or more right to your own
belief as to someone's else.
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Let your real self show through all exterior
coverings; and let your own personality give
color and even form to your environment.
Let every noble thought in you have expres-

sl(Mi—put eadi hig^ resolve to tiie test of actual
experience.

Let the life in you—^vivacity, appreciation,
enthusiasm, affection and spiritual impulses

—

bubble over in natural and frank manner.
Thus only can you be yourself, and this only

is worth while.

No man is truly great who is not possessed of
a great mission. It may be that he nuiy not
realize it, that it be an unconscious driving force
within him; indeed, the best work a man does is

often done unconsciously, by the unhindered
working of the real self.

To believe **hearsay" is much easier than to
seek the Truth for oneself; but it isn't as satis-

factoiy.

A man's ciiancter is the measim of his sold.

Our diameters are our own, and no one out-
side of ourselves can help us Iniild them. But
suggestions are in order.
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A man cannot persistently admire worthy

qualities and not eventually partake of tiiem.

To give people something to think ahout that

is worth thinking about, is something worth

liviog for*



On Setbacks

OROTHER, supposing you have been de-^ eeivcd, wronged, bun?.oed, flaunted; -;ippo8-

ing your earnest plans have gone all awiy; sup-
posing your "cherished ambitions" have flickered

and gone out for lack of soul-fuel Oi the thing

that glitters.

Or granting that the bottom has dropped sud-
denly out of your private ezdiequer, or that your
business stronghold has been invaded, or that
yuar love has been ravished—or destrojred

—or petrified.

Or agreeing that some reahty quite inexplica-

bly and dramatically turns out to be a dream.
Well—what then?

Were you not—are you not—4he better for it

after all?

Certain^' you were—^and are.

For you faiow, if you I. ive thought aboi4 it at
all, that out of your experience has come your
strength, your foresight, your discovery of yc
self.

Life is not to be lived tar plans, or ambitions,
or adiievonents, or love.

The person who thinks it is, has simply got to
find out, sometime or other, that it isn't.

The meaning of life is in the development of
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the individual, and the betterment of the race

thereby.

Personality and character are back of the

whole procedure.

The laws of Nature are all for progress

—

growth.

If you don't improve yourself, propel yourself

forward—morally, intellectually, steadily—why
then, some force in the Universe, some law of
equity, some emanation from the God-power is

going to do it for you. It may knock you orer—^it may brush you aside and out of the road if

you seem either stubborn, or hopeless, or too com-
placent to its driving justice and demand; but
it will let you know of its presence and its

reality.

So you see that often a "setback** is nothing
more nor less than a push from behind by the
propelling power of progress in Nature and tiie

God-element.

And there is no such thing as adversity.

There is instead a diversity of ways in which our
li"es are given the proper impetus to success and
ultimate development —re-adjustment, then per-
fection, being the aim of all the natural lawsi
and spiritual laws and Grod-impulses as welL
The water that stays in the poo], or trickles

slowly over smooth, earthy courses, is usually
muddy, stagnant, vile—the breeding place of a
thousand pests: unfit, unclean.
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The water that runs over the rocks, whipped
into foam, divided, whirled about, often shot
backwards by eddies, and thrown remorselessly
over sharp ledges to dash on broken stones, be-
comes dear, becomes sweet, becomes aerated with
the oxygen of Life—^generates power

—

is power.
The personal character that rieets with "set-

backs"—^that the economic forces and the drivmg
powers of the Universe, together with the urge's
of the spirit-sense, whip into line—^gains in
purity and strength, in ability and usefulness.



Personality

nPAKE time and make occasions to inquire
^ into the purposes of life; think on sound
and basic principles. Emancipate yourself from
all that is unreal, dogmatic, hysterical Be nat-
ural—be yourself. Do not blight your soul with
words or vows you cannot live up to. Realize
that all men are needful of but one thing—^kind-

ness; and that what the world needs most to
effect its sahratioa is simple sincerity in motives
and action. To bring ^ese things about, you
need to know, not believe.

Repudiate that sort of faith which asks you to
believe what you know to be false.

We stand alone; we develop ourselves

—

though we are responsible to our fellowmen for
the sort of lives we live.

Nothing is ever give& to U9—we create.

Others cannot create good in us—God him-
self will not.

Through Nature and men we get oiu* lessons;

this is the true revelation. The truth is in us.

It is not controlled or dispensed exclusively by
any organization or institution. Such ideas

develop dependaice and selfidmess.
10
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Truth lives on independence; and it is uni-
venal, because it is the most personal thing in
the world.

Therefore prize your perfoiuUHy, and remem-
ber to keep it sacfed.



Power and Penonality

PERSONALITY is the ihagnetism that is

* projected from a dj^amic character.

It is as mudi a force as any tangible manifes-
tation of Nature. And like all Nature's forces,

it feeds upon itself, grows and develops accord-
ing to some inherent unthinkable rule of
continual re-creation.

It is one of the most diversified of powers

—

manifested in countless manners.
Tou literally feel personality. It envelops

you and causes you to partake of its nature.
Everyone recognizes this when in the presence of
a "man with personality," as we commonly say.

What we mean is that we are electrified by the
element of divine power when in contact with
some man or woman so properly developed as to
constitute a direct conductor of tiie force.

Sometimes personality is gentle, persuasive;
sometimes it is steadily insistent, driving wiili an
lirge that suggests imlimited reserve strengtii;

at other times it is magnificently tumultuous,
openly combatant, all-compelling.

With these various manifestations the so-called

'•temperament" of men and women has a great
12
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deal to do, A smoothly flowing river becomes
a dailuQg torrent when forced between two walls
of rock. But it is the same river.

All of us by a little cultivation may increase
our fitness to radiate personality—the universal
and divine personality of the Godhead, which
is the most striking attribute of the developing
individual

With it we can work real wonders—wonders
of success, of influence on other people, of
achievements lasting in the annals of human
memory. For the remarkable thing is that per-
sonality, v/hile working through us upon other
folk, changes and broadens and deepens our own
natures*

You often hear people say of aman—''What a
personality ht hasi It thrills me to be near
him."

Don't envy that man. He has nothing you
cannot have—nothing you cannot develop.
Every man and woman has within himself—her-
•elf—the latent possibility to become the trans-
mitter of the great forces of universal wisdom
and creative power.

This is what personality is—divinity individ-
ually expressed and radiated. Its cultivation is
unrestricted—its potentialities illitnitable.

Use yours all you can.

Knowing what you want is half the getting.
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Almort everything gives way to application.



Meditation

MEDITATION is a very essential exercise

and intimate^ oomiecfced witii all mental
and ipiritual growth. It is too often negleeled

or entirely disregarded by business men.
A little meditation is a wonderful tonic.

Things assume their right proportions when in

the quiet-hour of thought we turn ova attention

to the most vital considerations of our existence.

It is ratiier remarkable bow troubles vanish, and
bard problems solve themselvei uiezpectedlyy
yirhm the power of tbougbt-analysis is direeled

on them.

,The "inner life" of a man is n actual reality.

Vet few men comparatively realize it until by the

practice of meditation they become acquainted

wi^it
No matter how easily deceived we are in^

midst of thehmrry of life, we esnnot deoebe our-
selves when we are left alone.

Usually, after a period of meditation, even the

worst criminal sees himself as he reaUy is, and
the only thing that separates him from his more
righteous feliows at sudi a time is the wrong use
wfal^ be makes of bis wil}~4ie is master of that

IS
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as we all are—^and he turns from his introspec-
tion when it becomes inconvenient, and soon
forgets the brief realization of his unnatural state
in the planning or execution of some new vicious
deed.

Another man, on the contrary, when face to
face with his imperfections—his faults and weak-
nesses—wills himself into communion with the
Good-Element—God—in the Universe, and is

strengthened and encouraged by the association,
however brief.

Those who do not meditate on this once in a
while do not realize it. The truth appears to us
through our spiritual natures—our mental per-
ceptions—and it is only by withdrawing our-
selves from contact with the more superficial
and deadening influences of the world about us
for awhile that we can be in a state of peace
where the true revelations can come to us.

Meditation and confidence go hand in hand.
But meditation does not consist altogether in

this inward searchmg of ourselves; and indeed,
it does not mean a continual examining and
criticising of one's mind and motives. We ought
to be able to understand our purposes, and be
able to account for our thoughts and actions, but
there is no necessity of our "dissecting ourselves
like a piece of mechanism,*' as Pastor Wagner
was fond of saying. Kather than the taking of
the machinery of om* minds to pieces, to continue
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the figure a little further, the object of our in-
ward glancing should be the oiling and adjusting
of all the delicate parts, that our lives may run
smoothly and quietly.

There is a book which is full of profit to the
reader—and too sparsely read—a little volume
called the "Meditations of Marcus Aurelius."
This man, though burdened with the cares of the
whole Roman Empire, yet found time to think
quietly upon the great problems of Life, which
after all are quite sunple—for it is only the In-
finite which puzzles us. He adopted a plan of
withdrawing into his own mind, there to seek
quiet and cahn, and the thoughts which he has
given to the world are gems of purity, beauty,
and wisdom. They were probably never in-
tended for publicaticm—he entered them in a
sort of diary whidi he kept. But such ideas as
his were are never lost; some way they are
handed down to the generations of people who
come after, and who are too unwilling to think
them out for themselves, or who do not know that
they are the simple result of a little meditation.

Aurelius called his meditations "Discourses
with Himself," and they have a wide scope. So
may our meditations reach out and cover many
subjects. But always, if we let God move in
us and through us when in this quiet state, we
are unconsciously lifted out of the mire of our
doubts, our fears, our ignorance and our wrong-
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doing into the pure atmosphere of the truth, and
we can catch a glimpse of the suprone beauty
of the Infinite that will brighten our daily living

and nerve us on to better things.

To love to walk by some little tinkling brook
in the spring or summer time, whose music rises

up to the clear blue sky and mingles with the
song of the birds and the murmur of the breeze,

and there think of the things worth while in life,

realizing that the all-sufBcient lifting power of
the ideal is working through you; and at night
to be out and alone with the stars, to look up and
let your soul take its flight among the worlds, the
circling universes, out into the great Infinite:

this is meditation; nay, more—^it is aspiration.

Christ, in the forty days which he spent in tiie

wUdemess; Buddha, Mohammed, Confucius—all

the great teachers, religious and ethical, have
given themselves up to periods of meditation,

prolonged and deep. But while we do not seem
able to do this, or cannot through the stress of
modem conditions, yet we should allow oursehres
this soul-freedom and mind-seardiing a little

while each day. No person can have great
thoughts who doLs i^ot meditate on the true and
great things of life £»nd tlie possibilities of the
future.

How many people who would ponder and
meditate and arrange words and phrases for

hours previous to an audience with some royal
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personage, or president, do not spend five

minutes before coming into the actual presence of
some piece of good fortune, before the throbbing
message of some great and worthy book, or
before entering the sacred reahn of Xaturel

Meditation cm be a talk with God,



Nature.

AN enthusiasm and love for Nature cheers
and inspires. Moreover, one receives

"measure for measure" from her— a full
measure, running over.

'SVhoso is in harmony with Nature hcurs her
myriad tongues telling him of her love in return.
One must be much with her to realize the deep
miity of loveliness, strength and purpose under-
lying her many moods. How she cheers with
her sunshine and chides with her clouds I How
she stirs and inspires with her mountains, and
soothes the tired soul with her valleys and hills.

How she sings of hope and contentment in the
swing of the branches of trees, and the bending
and swaying of flowers in the gentlest summer
breeze.

Then how she sternly pronounces her judg-
ments in the voice of tiie storm at sea, or the
thunder that comes from Vesuvius and rolls over
doomed Pompeii

!

Her waves and tides, brooks and rivers, calms
and tempests, budding rose and yellow leaf—all
teach a lesson of truth and beauty, strength and
purpose.
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You cannot substitute for Nature—^you can
anfy make progress by working in hamKmy with
her. Ruins in the desert, in the sea-cups, m
seven hills, are monuments to her eternity and
power.

The soul grows by association with the vast-
ness of her oceans, the majesty and dignity of
her mountains, the silent, beautiful, unconquered
depths of her deserts; and from her, man learns
what to seek after—^while from too many of his
fellows he learns largely what to avokL



The Natwd Life

T IFE is an investment. You get out of it" what you put into it, in an increased
measure.

The music is not in the piaiio-4t Is m the Mill
of the player.

The picture is not in the ookrs of the paletle—it is in the artist's mind.
Moreover, you get out of life what you pay

for.

The investment does not have to be in dollars.
It is made daily in effort, in sacrifice, in love.

It is put in the Bank of Humanity, depoffited
to the credit of your neighbor—for the world
begins in yourself, and ends in him.
The thing that pays best in life is to be

natural—for thus only can you be yourself. If
you are anjiihing else, you have nothing fr Invest
in life, you have no principal—yon art tpccu-
lating on borrowed moi^.
Be natural



'pO overlook unreasonableness, and to rever-
* ence fact; to avoid error, and to exalt right-
domg; to counsel when asked; to strike—and
strike hanl—when a wrong is wilful; to see
Divinity in Man, and seek God in Nature; to be
sincere; to be natural; to be honest, and kind,
and courteous; to be dignified, confident, and de-
termined; never to wrong friend or foe—there's
enough for a creed—and to keep anyone busyl



IndividuaUty

npiIERE is a divinity of selfhood.

^ It is individuality.

Or the supremacy of personal characteristicfl

—

the domination of physical and mental attributes

over both the exigencies of surroundii^ and the
influences of associates.

It is like a sub-allotment of the supreme God-
power—anyone can make it work wonders when
he realizes that he has it. And everybody has it

For everybody in some ways is different froir

everybody else.

Only the Infinite, the Divine, can be multi-
different, universally variegated.

One of the main sources of power, of abilityi

is the fact that w^e are ourselveSj and not hke any-
body we know or have met or can meet, in our
personal make-up, our way of thinkiirg, our heri-

tage of knowledge and inclinations, our physical
attributes, our very selfhood.

Every man is actually an undiscovered,

potential universe.

It is the larger part of wisdom to investigate

the power of individuality, to test it, to put it to
use.
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It is not egotism, nor braggadocio, nor ex-
aggeration of one's capabilities or gifts—for
these lead to ineyerence for oneself, if indeed they
are not abeady bom of it; and they also create
contumely, disregard, and content on the part
of others.

*^

But it is cow)?6?^nc^-^onfidence in oneself and
<me s malienable right to the manner in which he
shall present himself to other folks and demand
to be accepted of them.

This is the only divine rig^t there is amomr
men—the divine right to individuality.

This is a real and good philosophy of life,
^ut It requires the maintaining of a just balance.
It can only be worked out through much thought
and no little experience—and experimenting.

It all reverts back to the individuaL
Once the idea is grasped, the fact that there is

no exterior force whatever for good op for evil
begms to be appreciated. No "force"; theremay be insinuations against which one must
guard. But they need not be feared.
Eveiything that is, moreover, is summed up in

the mdividuaL
"Everything that is, I am."
"What I am not, is not."
That's the sum total of potentiality.
That's confidence in oneself—the sure yeast of

success.

Every individual t« a human-dynamo or power
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capabie of attracting what he needt and deriret

to Umtdt, M does the electric magnet of ideDioe.

Tap tiie Infinitel

Turn on more power I



// ro» Want Happmet^Work

'pHERE'S one sure way of being hapiiF.
It s by working.

For that keeps the mind occupied—^which ii
the appointed state of a mind.
Even in physical labor the mind responds to

the stimulus of the job in hand.
Most genuinely busy people ha^e no thou^

of their troubles.

Anc a man at work seldom pbts crimes and
fmrolities.

Troubles . nly become bugbears and bugaboos
when the mind has tune to visualize them—the
thoughts of evil and foolishness sneak into themmd only when its emptiness invites them and
no sensible, protecting work-ideas bar the way.
Work may be of two sorts—occupational, or

business and professional; and intensive, or
anatytical and informational.

Occupational work keeps tiie mind occupied,
natm-ally, but also contented and unccmsdous of
the flight of time; intensive work provides it with
Its recreation—the sort it really likes—and cheers
it by furnishing it with a means of growth.
And that's the business of a mind—growing.
Thus It is apparent that a change of work is
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a way of providing oneself with extra conteni-

ment, actual joy, even additional money- -and
peace.

It is well knoHn to all of us that oftentimes

we can rest our bodies by changing from one suit

of clothes to another, by even putting on a dif-

ferent pair of shoes or switching from a blue
necktie to a green one.

So we can provide mental recreation and rest

by a change, for a while—an hour or a half-hour
during the busy day or tM'o hours in the evening
—a change from occupational work to intensive,

definite thought-work.

And it is work; try it and seel

The main thing to do is to find occupational
work that is congenial—^in which we can take a'

constant and lively interest. Any other is liable

to stultify us. This is merely a question of the
personal equation.

And the selection of intensive work should be
made with the idea in mind that it should be as

different as possible from the daily task, the
bread-producer.

The stern director of a big corporation's in-

tricate business details would find his whole
career helped and his mental faculties broadened
and developed by, for instance, a study of As-
tronomy and by working out for himself a theory
of the relations of worlds to one another.
The man who works with a pm for a living
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would do well to work with his tongue when he
getf 8 chanofr—karning public speaking and hav-
ing, incidentally, a deal of fun pn^idDg the
orations of famous men. He never can ^11
when it may draw money to his pocket or prove
a factor in his future success by doing this.
For it seems to be a law in the universal

scheme of things that whatever we can do well,
we utuatty get a chance to do.
Work is the glorious birthright of mankind,

and at the same time the means of personal suc-
cess.

That is why, in the long run as well as in the
present moment, it is the one sure way to hap-
piness.

That man Is truly great fop whom nothing is
too small

Lack of concentration is back of half the
failures in life. Back of the other half is lack
of faith.



On StabiUtp— imd Making Good

"XJfANY of our large manufacturing, indus-

trial and commercial institutions to-day

actually assist young men very materially in

constructing successful business careers* and in

avoiding the dioals of inexpoioice.

But they cannot perform the task completely.

They only assist—they provide the field and the

facilities. The personal elemeat enters strongly

into the proposition. The employee must recog-

nize the fact that he, constituting the personal

element, must cultivate the field, and avail him-
self of the facilities.

Cultivation of anything takes tinK.

Now a successful business career is only
built upon stability, thoroughness, developing

experience, and constantly applied energy.

A shiftless policy will not get a man anywhere
with any good ocmcem and every evidence of

sudi a policy is a knock at the foundaticm of one's

success.

The Lord hates a quitter. It says in the Bible

that "no man having set his hand to the plow and
looking backward is fit for the Kingdom of

Heaven," and next to the Lord, I think Ameri-

can business firms hate a quitter most
10
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N ^ man should ever allow himself to manifest
f ay Umcnr^-s to be dissatisfied with his work
ci- to put ptrsonal convenience above his duties
aad obhiratwns to the company with which he is
connected and incident»Uy above his own funda^
mentally best mterests.
Every man should understand that in joininff

a busmess organization, he serines himself best by
seizing the opportunity that has been presented
to hun; by being deeply grateful for the chance
to get busy, make good, and start in building a
business reputation; by putting all previous
youthful ideas of shifting about out of his
system

;
and by substituting in himself the iron of

stability for the quicksilver of changeability.
There is only one word that can be apphed to

the person who accepts a position and financial
remuneration from a responsible company for a
substantial period of time, and then wants to
throw up the job or "be transferred to some-
thing else after a short time -and that word is
qmtter.

It is the ugly word of business.
The nian who is in danger of having it applied

to him should stand up in front of a mirror and
say something like this to himself:
"You are going to make good, and you are go-mg to show everybody that youVe got it in you

to do just that You are not going to aUow imy-thmg to mterfere with your success and your
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obligations to the company—^not climate, nor the

kind of a town you are In, not your personal feel-

ings nor your associations with anybody, not

your likes or dislikes nor your business rebuffs

and difficulties. You are going to go right

straight ahead and show what you are made of,

that there is something of the bulldog breed in

you; and you are going to remember that your

company has no place in its ranks for anybody

that cannot make good on a job that he is sent

out to tackle. Progress is expected of every

member of your organization, and no kicking or

back-firing. You will have to fight your fight

and win it."

Personal success results m the end for the man
who can properly analjrze his own personality

and strengthen himself by his own power in

weak spots.

And every man can do it.



Divinity

< <TN the beginning—God."
Then—^man.

hafi^^^T^ '^'^ '^^'^"S ^Sether in

rn] ^""nT^ think ofGod-God IS. Whether God to you mean
* orce or Love or Nature or Personality, the fact
remains that the reality of the existence of God

^^Pt^d For there is an influence at

71^"^^^ ""^^^ ^^'^'^ that must betaken mto consideration. That influence is God

;;rtL^ f.'*
^°!'Pr^'- It is actively at workm the betterment of the world, in the upliftingand inspiration of man.

himJi*f -fii' ^''^^T. ^^'^ "^"st ally
hnnself if he is to achieve anything worth while.In Ml entu^ly reverent but practical sense, manmust mcorporate God in himself.
The main attribute that man assigns to God is

divinity But divinity is purely ^^^l
tion. It IS his word for the forethought thatseen^ to have regulated the process of develop-m^t through the ages. It is his word for thetmthm Nature. It is his word for the force thatHas created or controlled the evolution of the
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world out of Chaos. His highest definition of
personality and love has been summed up in it.

Put man's mind cannot conceive of anything
that is not intrinsic to man. Therefore, divinity

is but another word for power—^whether in his

God or in himself.

Brother, has there been a shattered hope, a
ruined ambition in your life? Then out of the
Chaos—create, evolve!

To reconstruct success and happiness out of
tumbled hopes, to achieve goodness of heart and
strength of character, is a work of divinity. De-
termination and confidence are the means.
Put the divinity in you to work!

It is apparent to all of us that there is a cer-

tain divine justice over-ruling the lives and
actions of men, controlling and guiding. Why
not acknowledge it? It is neither expedient
nor wise to deny it. It is neither necessary nor
obligatory to understand it.



Buck Up and Pile In

J^IFE is an episode.

Just part of the great business of beinf?.
Something we might as well get used to-forwell have to do a lot of living before we die-

then a lot more afterwards. That's theway It looks as we go to press.

.^^^''^^\'^^^^^^g to worry about-somethimr
to laugh at most of the time.
"Seem to think you're putting one over onme, old world, eh? I'll show you-yoX S

^TOJgl What do I care about /oz.?

^th t^f t7^
can h«m that. Why. I'm onewith the Universal Soul, one with Eternity

one with Absolute Happiness-one with theGlorious Company of Spirits that Understand.

Uco T me ^ottm^mueh

thi^« !!J"^? l^'"^'^'"*'-
^Vhy should thething of tha thu^-rate world attached to a

tourth-rate sun aflfect me-if I don^t want them

"Bah I Get out of my way—Fm looking atthe Scenery of the Universe.
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"Don't bother me—I'm listening to the Music
of the Spheres."

Hand out something like that to trouble

—

watch it singe around the edges, curl up and
blow away!

He that asketh faintly beggeth a denial. He
that asketh a courtesy promiseth a kindness.

We are concrete representations of what we
think.

The sum-total of human thought is colossal.

Its force is illimitable. You are its inheritor.



Imitation Bunk and Flimflam

'* IMITATION is the sincerest flattery."
* Rot I

You do not flatter Nature by making a papier-
niach^ likeness of an apple.

You do not flatter Emerson by adopting his

style of writing and aping his philosophy.

You do not flatter Woman by making cold
and pale statues of her.

You do not flatter IMother by having a baker
produce a loaf of bread that looks like hers.

Flattery is servile— servile to the baser
instincts.

A great man is not flattered by someone's
puttmg a tag on himself with the words "Me
tool"

Imitation of another man's success is a poor
substitute for one's own potential achievement.
Take the business world, for example. In it,

imitation of a manufactured article is bom of the
desire to trade on the reputation, quality and
success of another organization or its goods. It
is a low, mean and unholy attempt to coin profit

out of someone'ii else years of endeavor and thou-
sands of dollars spent in the development of a

87
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product and in presenting it to an apprrdative
public.

Imitation of standard manufactured and mar-
ketable goods is an out and out flimflammin|r
and damning process—bunking the public, and
bunkering business generally.

There is no flattery in the attempt to imitate
another's products—no design to compliment-
only a yearning to reap the money-benefit from
their widespread favor, a favor determined by in-
herent and proven qualities of goodness, honesty
of manufacture, integrity of materials.
The unitations of other people's goods cry

"Me too without argument. Notice them.
Substitutes, imitations, work a great deal of

harm, a two-fold harm to manufacturers and con-
sumers alike. Only the creator of a thing can
make it serve the purpose well for which it was
created. Everybody else loses, including the
stinger in the end—and the stingees, or stung,
without question.

It is not necessary to hnitate a product—eadi
man, each company can make his or its own goods
best, if they but know it. Just as each man can
best be himself, not a reflection of somebody else.

Each man, each company, can himself, itself,
limit the old and stake ov . the new—can boldly
and frankly offer themselves as something de-
cidedly better, abler, newer, more efficient than
anything or anybody that has gone before—can
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create and produce for the good of the world and
thenuehes, and fulfill a decent misikm in the

world. This is a big contract—a bold one.

Getting away with it constitutes sttccess.

Lots of people, plenty of firms, are doing it

all the time.



Your Needs and Ymr Wants

VER analyze them?^ Most folks want a lot of things, without
thinking whether or not they will really do them
any good.

This is a waste of mental energy.

For it takes brain effort to even wish for

something. The same energy might better be
directed in some worthier channel.

Figuring out, for instance, some definite way
of getting what it needed.

For what one needs is vastly more important
dian what one wants.

Yet the want is always liable to loom up so big
before the mind's eye that it echpses the need.

A want is a bluff.

It doesn't do any good. It is too ethereal-
unessential.

And these are days of realities—essentials.

"But," you say, "how about the idea of stimu-

lating success and achievement by having a lot of
wants that you try to fulfill, and thus having
something to aim at, even if you fall short of
getting the full measure of your desire

40
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That "light seem like a puzzler; but by
analyzing it, it goes to pieces.

Tlie trouble is in failing to distinguish between
an ambition and a want.

What do you think of the chap whose main de-

sire is to revel in luxury, instead of merely being
comfortable; of the man who wants to color a
meerschaum or cake a briar instead of having a
smoke? The one gets a sore tongue for his

trouble, the other gets satisfaction. Or what do
you think of the dandy who thinks it necessary

to own fifty neckties instead of realizing the im-
portance of keeping his clothing well pressed?

The average man of business cannot tell three

minutes after he has looked at him whether an-

other man wore a purple ribbed silk cravat or

a knitted green one. The psychology of neck-
ties lies more in the restful effect on ourselves

of a diange than in the appeal to others.

The need of the present momoit is the vital

thing— the whole brain energy should be
directed toward supplying it.

If all our actual needs are automatically satis-

fied, we are fairly certain not to be bothered with

a lot of disturbing wants.

It really looks as if wants were the illegitimate

children of neglected needs.

Such are always a nuisance.

One doesn't know exactly what to do with
them.



On Temptatkmt

IS there such a thing as a temptation? Some* people think so.

It is rather disastrous to admit the thought.
Considered merely as tests or as auto-sugges-

tions, they are mudi more easily disregarded or
withstood.

For, to begin with, when you admit an evil,
as such, you admit a power working against you.And most folks when they think of "tempta-
tions or when they face them, believe them to be
from some outside source-look upon them as
constitutmg an unknown power, or as emanatinff
from a demon force bent on their downfall
An unknown power is always a terror.
This is the stronghold of superstition.
It's far more sensible and practical to consider

your own inherent power for good, to realize
your own potent ability to dh-ect the affairs of
your life to a right and proper end; you are a
mental and spiritual corporation: it's your own
fault if you don't control yourself as such.
But the more one admits that outside in-

flr-nces have power to lead one astray, the more
re^vlily cme is laid open to inner suggestions of
wrong.
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For all that we know we have absorbed from
our own experkiMtt» or learranged in our minds
from observing ettnr ympk, or reasoned out
either consciously or unooiiieioatly from thought-
data given by inheritance or gathered from our
own previous trentJs of thinking in moments past.
The way wc are going to think to-morrow de-

pends largely on what we are thinking to-day.
The proposition then is ^ply to fortify our-

selves against evil tiioi^te hy r^kting our
minds constan^.
That is to say: i nk Good.
Then you'll get into the habit of actiqg Good.
For thought is the father of action.

Auto-suggestion is very powerful. If you
stop to tiiiid: about it for a moment, you will
realize tiiat you camot act at all witiiout willing
to do so—unless youVe lost control of your
thinking mechanism: which you have not done or
you would not be reading this.

Being hypnotized by wrong or by human
beings consists in letting yourself be.

TherefOTe, when you think you are tempted
to do something wrong, analyze the impulse. If
you find out that the suggestion comes from
within you—and ycu probably will—simply say
to yourself: "I am the author—the creator—
of this idea; I will not let it see daylight; I will
not kt any idea of mine be put to action unless
it meet with the approval of the sum -total of my
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knowledge of right and wrong." You will find,
incidentally, that the sum-total is always in favor
of absolute right.

The test is in the trying.

Of course, if a man wants to do wrong wilfully
to serve some supposed end, he is starting out
on a hopeless path. It leads quickly to self-de-
struction of the Supreme Selfhood.

If in analyzing the "temptation" you find it

comes from some outside suggestion from some-
body or something else, it would be the bettor
part of wisdom to consider it simply as a test of
nerve, of intelligence, of the sense of moral and
legal obligations—which by withstanding gives
one added strength of will-power.
Every use of will-power gets one better ac-

quainted with the fact that it really exists.

And finally if a man succumb to an impulse
or a suggestion to do an absolute wrong, he is not
only proving himself a moral or legal criminal,
but branding himself as an absolute fooL This
doe? not need to be proved.
A man can act against all reason and every

axiom of justice and right any time he wants to
—he can act and will against God if he feels so
inclined. This is because of the divinity within
us all.

But that same God-element can be used to de-
velop both character and personality.
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The magnifying lens of your own intelligence

will prove to you that it's there I

There are no so-called "temptations" greater

than your power of resistance, because they have
to be conceived or accepted of your own mind
first; and what you can perceive or realize, you
are already forewarned against.

Moreover, being forewarned, you are prepared
to protect yourself.

And your integrity of selfhood is your diief

asset. It is worth protecting!

Mind is the regulator of being.

There's a big difference between confidence

and conceit.

Cultivate your individuality, study human na-

ture, fall in love with your work, and take as

much joy in your business as a god in the creation

of a world.

Have a great faith tiiat when you do your best,

results are sure to follow. There is no such
thing as waste energy. How could l^ere be ?



The Transportation of Thought

* *W^^^'^* ' ^ ^® told, "are the
' ^ vehicles of thought."

A very clear and understandable definition.
Let us consider the proposition and see what

there is in it.

What is the purpose of a vehicle?
To transpori something somewhere, in the net
Bat more than that, in reality.

Vehicles are designed to get a load—human
or freight—from one place to another, with as
little waste or spoilage as possible, in as quick
a way as possible or practical, and above all, with
certainty.

Whatever a vehicle is supposed to do for its
human or freight cargo, a toord as the vehicle
of thought ought to do.

A word is designed for just one purpose. To
convey a message—a cargo of thought.

If we want to get a message— a load of
thou£^t»—from ourselves to somebody else, we
use words. Maybe, occasionally, one word well
diosen, will answer.

But most of the time we find that we require
the services of a number of words. This is what
language is—a caravan or a fleet or a train of
words, conveying a load of thoughts.
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The job of the actual yehicle is, first, to go
from one place to another with its cargo. That
means it must be jit to do that job. It must
be in shape. It must be selected with care from
among other types of vehicles, so that there is

assurance of its abihty to arrive at the place

it is expected to reach.

A baby-carriage isn't the tiling to select for a
trip across the desert, carrying rugs. It hasn't

the capacity and its wheels are too narrow, sink-

ing easily into the sand. An eight-cylinder

limousine is hardly auapted to climbing the

mountain passes of Sumatra, with a ton of coal,

and one would certainly not pick a solid-tired

truck in whidb to ship a sick old lady from Buf-
falo to California within five days.

The job of the written or spoken word is to
"get its message across," or over to the other
person, primarily. In that sense, it probably
earned its designation as a vehicle. The matter
of selection is just as important here as in the

case of the actual transport of tracfe. A word
must be fit for its task—^must be selected be-

cause of its real ability to do the thing expected
of it. And individual words are, most of them,
able to carry just one idea at a time. If we ask
too much of them, they break down en route.

If we load them up too heavily, or if we don't
choose them for the right job, they fail to de-
Uver for us. The first thing to do, then, in
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eithep writing or speaking, if we want to "get
anywhere" with our ideas, is to pick out words
that we know we can rely on to do the work
properly. We have to consider, not only the
character of our thought-cargo, but the road of
communication it has to travel—in other words,
the kind of intelhgence radiating from the other
person, to whom the message is conveyed; for
words travel atong the Highway of Under'
standing.

Next, it is hoped that the vehicle will trans-
port its freight, or people, without damage

—

op
with as little as possible.

Damage means loss, waste.
Words should perform their particular jobs

in the same manner.
Material or financial losses can be replaced.

The damages caused through the ill-chosen ot
poorly adapted spoken or written word, are
often irreparable. Great waste of time it fre-
quently occasioned by the use of wrong words,
or even by the inapt using of seemingly good
words.

Business wrecks, ruined lives and hopekss
failures line the highways of thought-transmis-
sion—dismal testimonials to the power of the im-
proper choice or usage of wordi , and of the lack
of appreciation of good language.
Man has devoted a good dea! of time and at-

tention townrd perfecting transportation to the
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point where various sorts of vehicles can perform
their tasks with speed—safety and the certainty
of "getting there" without a breakdown being
essoitial, of course.

The age we live in particularly requires a def-
inite amount of action, of alacrity, of rapidity.
Whether that is good or bad, and the why of it,

are other questions. The fact remains. The
very speed of our transporting media is in part
responsible for om- wider radius of living, our
quickened appreciations of the things that enter
into the composite whole of our lives, and even
for our changing relatians to our neighbors.
Words, the most essential elements of our in-

tercourse, should in turn convey their messages
in the quickest way possible.

What is the quickest way possible to a vehicle?A straightaway—the shortest distance between
two points being tiie straight line.

The shortest road to complete understanding,
the quickest way to reach the intelligence of one's
fellow beings, is via direct, simple, straightfor-
ward language.

The less cumbersome the craft, the quicker
the flight. The less involved the meaning, the
quicker the reception of an idea.

Incidentally, the smoother the road, the better
for the truck and the load.

The less bumps on the Highway of Under-
standing, the better for all of us.
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What makes bumps on a road?

Oftentimes, nowadays, the passing of bulky,

heavy vehicles, unproperly tired, or improperly

routed.

If all of us would use the English language

more carefully, not only would we further our

own ends vastly better, but we would help each

other by keeping the Highway of Understand-

ing in an unproved, efficiait and practical state.



Thinking

'PHINKING is an odd process.

It condenses, crystaUizes—creates.
It sums up the things of yesteryear. It re-

calls the experiences that at the same time in the
same manner it can put away "for better or for
worse.**

.
It TevisKmizes the old scenes and times. It

summons all the future to tiie do(Hway of tiie

present—and that's for hope.
It insinuates the notor-and that's for the

doing.

It clarifies.

It rearranges.

It glorifies.

It exalts.

It makes real an e3q>erience.

Allowed to go on in its natural channel of
operation, it beautifies everything in response to
the impulses of the God-nature—which are all
for hi^er growth and forward development.
Thinking reveals the divinity of the common-

place.

It sketches the meaning of perscmality.
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In bold lines it suddenly portrays the inner

truth of things, and makes clear the motives erf

human actions.

It is a wonderful process.

For finally what one thinks, one becomes.



Talking

pONVEKSATION oi^t to be a sort of^ intellectual worship.

The room wherein men talk becomes for a
while a temple—^whose sole music is the somid of
the human voice, whose present spirit is the
human mind.

The elaboration of an idea, or the imparting
of a tiiought to another kindred being is as much
a.work of divinity: a mintde, if you will—as the
creation of a world of sense or a starry patii to
eternity.

The doors of brotherhood and the gates of
knowledge alike—the two things that help make
life a joy—^are opened by spoken words as with
mys^ k^ys.

Hie po8sessi(m of a truth in the human soul
enforces the need of its expression. More valu-
able than much gold or silver is the ability then
to express that thought ^th ease, foroe» and
exactness.

All men have the ability to speak ; but to speak
eloquently is not over conmion. The mere ex-
position of facts is not eloque^ice. Fluency of
^eedi is not eloquence

—

^ns focd uses Dumy
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word! and sayi littk. Oratory, aa appealing

solefy to the emotkms, is not eloquence. Logic,

music, personality, human understanding,

sequence, wit, power—all these enter into the

crucible of eloquence, whose talismanic might is

unlimited.

For it brings into play the power of the mind
and the influence of the soul It is of a strangely

sympathetic nature: convincing the stubborn,

subduing the furious, melting the hardened, win-

ning the envious; yet at the same time strength-

ening the strong, enlightening the seeker, firing

the enthusiast. What grander faculty can a man
possess than the power to picture in words the

Noughts that crowd his brain, that thousands

may understand them? To stand before one's

fellows and cause their faces to radiaLe under-

standing and intelligence as one speaks to them;

to mould the opinions of a thinking people; to

sway the feelings of a mob; to paint laughter on

the face and to bring tears of relief to tiie eyes;

to cause the heart to beat faster with hope and

the chills to creep up the spine and tingle at the

roots of the hair as the emotion of patriotism is

called into life by a spoken word or two—this is

the meaning of eloquent speech; and it is withm

the reach of all of us. A little understanding of

these things, a little will, a measure of oonfidenoe,

some practice--and there you have itl
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The hat indeed a high miitioih-il it the
lervant of the soul, the icrealer of self.

Some of us may have reaso n, to be ashamed of
ourselves for the things we aUow our tongues to
tell about tu/

Have you ever noticed how surely, at some
tune or other, you give expression to the things
you think?

Be carefuU



FIgwreAkeait

npO nchieve success you have always Keen told
^ yuu must have a mark—a definiw goal in

:$ight.

That's good Ml. But ii\ like a lot of otb- r

lidEe-warm WMiTtnw and provarbs.
It doesn't tmaai^
For the measure of a man's success is his

ability to reach and pa»s his goal—to do more
than is expected of h'm —to achieve more than
other folks consider "possible"—to outdo prob-
ability and put the kibosh (m estimates.

Az^ iim miiaBmii oi^ sucoeM at a oob^hqt
is the coUecti^ power to do tiiose thiimii pmh
sessed by the men who ^'ompose the nrgMMnitiiai

If an athlete sets out to make a ne^^' record fm
the broad jump, he doesn't figure on jus |jpetl]H(g

an inch or tv > o^ er the previous i d.

He triM to get a foot over it . nd qi umr—^that's the pcnnt
If another wants to break tte pei -v^ui ' ^eeni

he doesn't try to gsl a foot over k. You ' e
doesn't.

He tries to get two feet over it!

When you run t< catch a moving rain o car,

you don't aun to ^asp the brass bundle or bar
to haul yours^ o^ &e ^tforra.
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Hot if you're wiie.

y n frtah the open space about six op tea
i ht ahead of the handle—Mid it faUf into your
Land. Then you're safe.

Vtlit n a gunner shoots at a mark a loDig ways
off, he 4mm*% fmoi itnugfat ai it.

He m. ? m;er it—calcuhites a parabolks mn t
--aac s h nark, mayhap t\ nty miles away,
l-rp isi. t vs that if he sho s directly at »t

i of ergy and an expensive shell
^he unimportant iddle distance.

^Mrteyep you are dx&ag now, whatever your
lary or inoome, or iHiatevo' #ie record of your
^^Mvement, tiiat constitutes oei^ tiie expoment

of your power. And who n lly knows what
that power really is? Nob ^ far has been
ble to determine the pos^*. s of huniaa
4idt;aTor.

Aim to do more.
Say to yomfs^t IVe got ^ M|g>-4lii8

job—^mastered, systematized, running smoothly.
Now I want a bigger job, more responsibility.'*

But don't lie about it—^not even to yourself.

When you tan say it truthfully, go out and
tackle the right man and let him know the good
news.

TouH get iHiatyoammt
Keep your ambitions ahead of you—^it's a

S(»ry man who catches up with tiirasl



Brotherhood

BROTHERHOOD? Just what does it

mean ? Just this : aiding the man or woman
who needs encouragement or assistance, by ma-
terial gifts, if we can—but more especially by

a radiation of sympathetic feeling. Suppose we
analyze that. The easiest thing in the world to

do is to give money or temporary aid to some

person in need who happens to ask us for it.

That sort of help is an excuse to shift responsi-

hiUty, to dodge a dictate of our conscience, or to

pat our own backs for being magnanimous.

But to take an interest in the person who is

in need or distress; to consider it as a privilege

to have a part in the rebuilding of a shattered

life; to infuse new hope and real cheer into some

tired heart or dejected soul; to assist someone to

attain a worthy purpoK when he cannot see his

way clearly alone; to point out to somebody the

way in which he can "find himself," when lost

in the mire of discouragement or the bog of hope-

lessness—^that's helping one another—^that's

brotherhood.

Let no <me daim the sacred title of brother,

either in some organization or in the world out-

side of organizations, unless he be prepared and
n
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anxious to fulfill these obligations. There is no
real help without the backing of a sympathetic
realization of human needs; there can be none
without the practice of sacrifice. This is the
fundamental bed-rock principle of brotherhood.
It is great in its possibilities; not difficult in its
treatment, for it only requires thoughtfulress, a
little time, a reasonable measure of kindness, and
not so much of self-denial as at first seems im-
plied; for it is a law of Nature that what force
is expended must re-create itself; and by a law of
Human Nature what good is daae must react to
the benefit also of the doer.

To bring a smile to a neighbor's face—to warm
a heart in a neighl)or's breast—is more worthy
than to achieve what the world ordinarily calls
success.

Brotheriiood isn't a matter of tiieories—4t is a
matter of practice; it is concerned most vitally
with the practical and ready extension of tiie
hand and purse and helpful word to the person
next to you

—

and there is somebody neat to ifou
nearly every moment of the day.

To merely sing of "glad tidings" of good
things past or yet to come, or to carol of "good
will" and "peace on earth" doesn't really accom-
plish much. Besides, all that was done for us by
the "angels" long ago—and much better prob-
ably than we can do it.
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How many folks are doing something for

somebody else instead of only meaning to do it?

It's by bringing joy and cheer to some lonely

or forsaken soul, some person to whom we owe no

debt of heart oi purse, that we earn our right to

be crowned with the holly wreath of happiness.



Hotietty

W ONESTY is an interior qualiiy—of either* men or corporations.
That is to say, it is something which is not

necessarily discenuble to the pubKo-somcthimr
which IS not on parade.

It is, in fact, SO personal a trait that it is veikd
in privacy and modesiy by those actuaUy dos-
aessingit.

Mrarwho prate loudest of honesty most oftenm devoid of even a speaking acquaintance with
Iv.

What is true of individuals is true also of com-
panies made up of men with the nme ideab and
purposes.

The word "honesty" itself is much abused.
Same people confound it with mere transient
truthfulness.

But honesty is a habit
It is the underlying principle of rteadfastmsi

and squareness. It has mow deptk <rf purpose
than truthfubiess. ^ *^
The business man has a deal of responaibiUty

totittpiiUie. '
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He caters to its wants and needs, and in every

sense of the word is a public benefactor. He
can raise and lower the art-standard and ideas

of vast numbers of people almost at will.

Be it said to his everlasting credit that he has

immeasurably raised the standard of Uving in the

last score of years.

Dealing thus so directly witii the public, the

merchant, the manufacturer, or the man. in any

business of a general character who is dishonest

is if anything on a lower basis than the cheat at

cards or the buncoman on the streets—for he

deals with hundreds and thousands where the

latter deal with one or two people.

Business men have been the sdioolmasters of

the world in recent years.

They have taught the public to Imow good

goods, real values. They have educated it to ex-

pect fair treatment and honest dealing. This is

right and as it should be.

It is the only sensible way to do business; no

other way pays. And one of these days no other

way will be possible.

Incidentally, the bunness man of to-day has

discovered that a knowing pubL'c can be sold

more goods than an ignorant one. This is one

of the fruits of right intentions.

There once was an idea that the purchaser had

to beware of the seller, but nowadays the inter-

ests of the seller and purdiascr are one.
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The world has made great strides in all moral
ways, but in business affairs the progress has
been most noticeable.

The new era of business ethics demands that
dishonesty, falsifying, and misrepresentation be
consigned to the limbo of forgotten things. This
is an ag : of thought, and the public must be dealt
with as an investigating one.

Every statement and act of the business man
must radiate the purpose to treat the public ri^t.
This is not only a moral principle but the yeast of
success.

There are outward and visible signs, however,
of the interior quahty of honesty.

These are tiie manifestations of business honor
—the "square deal** and the fair treatment of
customers. Important organizations establidied
for the benefit and service of the public as well
as their own profit, do not follow the rule of
honesty because it is the best policy—^that is one
of the most vicious of proverbs.

They are committed to honesty m dealing with
the public because it is as much a part of their
organization's purpose as theu* pride of building,
their hope of success, theu* faith in mutual co-
operation. It is the unwritten by-law of busi-
ness.

Big firms are honest because that is the honor-
able thing to be.

Among the manifestaticms of modem business
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honesty k the goarantee of quality and work-

nanri^p*

Thif is of coiiipiialiinil|i feeent adoption in a
general sense.

"If you don't like it. if it is not as represented,

bring it back"—that idea is only about fifteen

years old. It developed as a closer understand-

ing between buyer and seller and kas heeeme
firmly eiitshiahr d as Ifae token of good iatsBtfo—

It is Mt so much a protection to the i^pcrm a
plea for confidence.

The honest merchant nowadays tells the public

"You take the goods

—

we take the chances."

This is not as it used to be, when the merchant's

attitude towards the customer was "Tou take tiie

goods and the diances**—diances of inferior

quality, of poor workmanfliiip» of careless rnann-

facture; dissatisfaction.

The guarantee is honesty backed by courage

and the Golden Rule.

George Washington's policy was that of

honesty—absolute and fearless honesty. He
built a nation. Tcm are building a business—or

helping build one. Bemember that back of en-

during nations and businesses is the principle of

truth.

INDEPENDENCE—a great word; the

stamina of tiiis great country—a worM of mean^
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ing bom of defiant struggle for a principk, amid
the battle-smoke.

Prmdple back of the whole » .ess! And
there should be one back of your ui aess: In-
dependence—from the dominatkm of money-
success when at the cost of quality and integrity.

It's worth stn^ggling for t



Money and Happineu

THE concept that money can buy happiness

is as old as the desire in man for peace of

mind, comfort, contentment.

No amomit of bitter experiences recorded by

weahhy men seems to influence the prevailing

opinion—^the idea is a persistent delusion, bora

of desire, not reared on facts.

Money does play a tremendously big part in

the relationship between the things we would like

to do and those we are able to do; between the

kinds of food we fancy and the ones we actually

obtain; between the material comforts we visual-

ize or see advertised, and the makeabifts willi

which we are oft«i obliged to put up.

We all have a mass of little interests, pet

pleasiu'cs and hobbies that seem dependent on

dollars.

But life is more than mere living, and money

is only a means to an uncertain and often entirely

selfish end—not a vital power for happiness.

A material thing cannot produce a spiritual

effect or state of being. It can only influence

the physical part of a man—not the part of him

we are pleased to call the "Soul," which by the
S6
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way is the only part capable of ezperiendog
happiness.

Contentment is one desirable condition—hap-
piness is another and greater matter. Content-
ment may be catered to by the material comforts
that money can buy. Happiness is deep-seated,
in-rooted in man's inner being, far removed from
transitory temporal things.

There are manifest cravings that neither food,
nor clothes, nor incidental pleasures can satisfy.
The pull of ideals, the lift of inspirations, the re-
finements of culture, the wonders of friendship,
the beauty of faith, hope and love—these are
what elevate us far above the commonplace,
above the monotonies of everyday existence,
above afflictions, above disappomtments.
Thoughts have working power. They create

forms in actuahty—they determine action.
They dig channels along which future action will
flow.

••What we are to be," wrote Emerson, **wt
are now becoming." To dig thought-duumels
toward faith, hope, love, wisdom, kindness,
honesty, is the wisest thing to do. Lasting hap-
piness is the port in sight. And no amount of
money will dig these channels. The process is

an intenor, not an exterior one.



Conuitenep

—is a virtue! Its value is cumulative. A
well defined policy of consisteiiey in life is al-

ways bound to bring results. But ixmsistency

is not merely continuation. There are waves on

the surface of the ocean that continually beat

upon the shore and have their effect. But there

are tides in the ocean that are regular, deep,

fundamental, and vastly greater forces than the

waves themselves. This describes consistency

—

it is 8 tidal force, a deep undercurrent in one's

purpose. It is the binding, ccmtrolling regula-

tion of affairs—an absolute necessity in the life

of the business man.
Persistency is the manifestation of <»nsistency.

Nearly everything gives way to it.

In driving a nail into a hard piece of wood, if

you strike it sideways cmce, you head it Ifym
miss a stroke now and then, you expend energy

uselessly. The principle back of both these ex-

amples is true in business. Whoever reads this

knows what it means.

All reed successes are really simple.

There's a keynote in the song, a keystone in the

ardb, one equation in the formula, one plan in the

campaign, that fundamentally solves the whole



Simplicity and Common Senm

^HERE it a virtue in emythiogu-bnt a
•• whole army of virtuet in umplidty. The
fighting forces of simplicity are as effectiye as
they are unostentatious. A regiment is power-
ful as a unit because it is a collection of individ-
ual Foldiers controlled in a simple and direct
maimer, A forest seems like a complex prppo-
sition until it is approached and seen to be but a
collection of single trees. It is the littk units
welded together that count in everything

—

especially in the business world through silent,

swift, co-operating work.
Simplicity is the mark of character—great

men are notewmthy for it. They understand
ahies, liie relations of men in the universal
and somewhat enforced brotherhood. Emerson
worded it well when he said, "Nothing is more
sunple than greatness; indeed to be simple is to
be great." And J. C. Hare went a step further
when he wrote, "The greatest truths are the
simplest: and so are the greatest men." Why?
Periiaps, mainly, because they midentand the
w<»th of concentration, which is act of ^ing
01^ ^idng at a tin^ but doing it pawarfiiUp
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They know the accumulative and disastrous

power of waste—waste energy, waste material,

waste "help."

Simplicity is the badge of husineit succett-—

tile more important the firm, the less eridenoe of

fuss and feathers. Great businesses, like great

rivers, give no idea of their depth by theur

surface appearance. They know, too, that

simplicity is the essence of specialization. A
great system will go to pieces if it is not con-

trolled in a simple way.

Theories are liable to amaali; facts are made to

smash with.

True greatness is measured by height of

purpose, breadth of love, and depth of souL

Nothing is so mean as to mean nothmg.

There are dividends in smiles.

When you throw a pebble into the ocean, you

can have no idea of the forces created by the

simple act. The ripples out-centering from it

become forever part of the great surging power

of the waters in motion. When you launch a
word, or a thought, you are starting a real force

of a far greater and more subtle character. You
oumot tell how far the influence will reach, who
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may ht ftttuned to it like one ratio station is to
another. You cannot tell who may intercept it—or how it will grow in power during its release
amidst the universal fertility of the natural
foroeSt

Possession does not neoessari^ mean power.
But the exercise of a faculty or a oommodity in-
sures it

Confidence precedes trade. Establish it in the
minds of a lot of people at once, and you have the
start of a good business. Keep it there and you
have a growing buwncss.

Vegetjhles are produced by gardening.
Womeu aro won by wooing. Gold is secured by
mining. < ! you get business by going after
it.



Death: Jutt an Experience

A FTER aU, death is only an inddent—an
experience in the midst of life.

Some of us go through with it before others.

The net result is the same.

We are traveling—^traveling all the time;

along the Eternal Highway.
It must be a pretty fine country "over yonder'*

—nobody ever seons anxious to come back here

—

to stay.

The minds that can conceive of a continuation

and development of life beyond the Crossing,

certamly are greater than this thought—equal at

least to the fact—in tune wiUi tibe reafity of

eternity.

We will meet again witii those who have gone

a-journeying before us—^they know some things

by now that we cannot know, or that it is best for

us not to know—and they will be waiting for us

where and when they wish along the starry path

to inunortality.

The myt/de cjrcle of love and frioiddiip must

be completed.

Beauty is expressed in curves.

The worlds themselves are sphere^.
n
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The rainbow is an arc
The circles of our lives intersect Hae—mod

there.

Everything goes in circles—to the music of
God. «

"Comfort ye therefore one anollier**-^iot in
sadness, but with dieer.

A man may dream the experiences of weeks
or years in a few fractional seconds. This
suggests the secret of eternity.

There are eras that are but as long as a angle
human life-span.



The Need of To-Day

IT is the concrete that impresses, that impor-

tunates until it inflnencei—^in writing as in

everything else.

The essay with the clearly defined opinion, the

novel with the striking plot, the semum witii tiie

vital message, the advertisement wiiii tiie crisp

statement of facts—^hese are the things men look

for nowadays when they read what others write.

The "fine writing" that was once the roundabout

way to the heart of a matter is no longer popular.

It isn't that we are becoming less earnest, but

more so. Things move swiftly nowadays—his-

tory itself is boiling in the pot Aad as we
quickly rowid out our mdividual lives, con-

sciously or unconsciously fitting ourselves into

the lives of others and into the purpose of the

Nation, we have need of fundamentals—facts

—

realities.

If a man has no clear «jncepti(m of the trend

of modem mxmr&aeRts—polities, religion, idence,

econoimes or phiknophy—he had better far keep

stifi llian blstiHiify ^cak or write of them. Too

miBiy itec are who cry "Let us reform 1"—for

money. Their reform cry leads to the riot call.

Men who would be builders of our thought
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raust have a great misskm in th^ souls when
they write for us or speak to us. They must
have a firm faith in the goodness of humanity.
Truth is in too great demand to make anything
justifiable short of an honest attempt at a full

revelation of the vision caught of her. Real
philanthropy demands that the biographer or
critic of our national life write not for money or
a tawiry fame, hut from honetk motim to pomt
out an error or correct a fault. Otherwise Us
name will decorate the flyleaf of a book or two
or the cover of a magazine for a while, but it will

never be writ oa. the historic pa^ of the Nation's
progress.

T^ik it orer, you who write or speak—^and

yon who read or listen.

The river of progress flows onward, surely,

steadily. We cannot get into it without bemg
carried forward by its current.

"No^Mag in the world is too small for consider-
atitn. To create something there is no need top
could hardly be aredited to the divine sense of
equalities in men, muxh less to the Cenfori
Somee of Wisdom.

Civic righteousness benefits the community in

whidi a man lives ; the responsibility of it benefits

ttus man himself.



An Interview with God

J AM sitting in my big arm diair, pulling on
my frksadfyT^ipe—md thinking, woi^ering.

Thinkkig and wondering it's all about, iMa
business of living. Silly occupation, is it? The
thinking, I mean? Come now—is it really?

Don't you do it sometimes yourself? Doesn't

everybody do it—each of us in a different way,
of course, but of iw with the aame vague
wood&naaaAt For it doesn't nuitler wmmk how
strongly we opinionate our own reasons for liv-

ing: in off nKHneats when yre*we out of the rush

of things we can't avoid trying to get an actual

and clarifying vision of the why of "thou and
me" and the wherefore of this "being alive.**

All sorts of philosoj^es have tried to make both

char to us: a&d Tf%ffnmn hsve tariecl to f&tce Oke

truth ofthmgs^m Philosop^mi Doetrkwl
Religion: I for my part thank yo« b0& foae ytwr
well-meant efforts. But if you agreed more
among yourselves, I might be inclined to believe

you, at least in part, and let it go at that. No
doubt I should be saved from much mental

exercise. But thst very fact mi^ injufe my
ft
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P««Mi*litytIieiiM»e. ImiMftiiink—andrcascm
when I can.

Stay I I have it I I wiU tet my ImagaMitkm
against my Reason. The former shaU summon
before me the life problems, the life interests;
and my Reason shaU question them. That part
of me I can't define, but which I know is

imagination nor reaaon, diall judge the issue.
Who or what is first?

Riches.—"I usually come first
"

My Reason.—"Not usually, but with the
majority, you mean?"
H.—"Either way you choose to put it. Those

foftattat don't believe I satisfy their reason for
^ma^ hanktac after me just tiie same—oh, in a
paradoxical sort of way, to be sure! They daim
I am the 'root of all evil,* but always fw some-
body else—not for themselves. They thmk I
might help them to good ends, until they possess
me; then they forget what they wanted me for.
Aad I hang around after that."
M. R.^**Fo« are an inddental to life—not an

rryiiiniitiML**

R.—"I am both. I buy everytiiing. Eyery-
thing makes op life^ you know. I e?en buy
happiness.*'

^-—"Before you can buy happiness, you
must know what it is. What is happiness ?"

"Happiness » a widdy differing thing—
or state—to evayooe. I can't explain what ft
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is; but this I know: I can make it possible for

everyone to go after it, if it isn't already at

hand."

M. R.—**You talk glibly. But off the point,

it seems to me. Can you tell me why Tm here

—why I must live?"

R.

—

**'So— cannot. But I can make it easy

for you to acquire the knowledge of the great

minds that have thought that all out for you.

I can supply you with the books of all ages.

I can send you to famed centers of learning. I

can—" . .

M. R.—**What other men think out for me is

of little value to me—it stultifies me if I accept

it. You have already enabled me to travel, and

to study. What have I gained therefrom?

Only a stronger desire to unravel the proposition

for myself."

R.—"All right then—1*11 buy you forgetful-

ness. 1*11 set you in the midst of luxury audi as

you have never dreamed of—I'll surround you

with boon companions. I'll give you a palace

to live in; every need you have I'll satisfy
—'*

M. R.—"Stop right there 1 Can you buy me

the greatest of my needs—^peace of soul?"

R.—^"That's up to you—if you know your

need, you can secure it through me."

M. R.— *I don*t know what it is—or I

wouldn't use that vague term 'peace of ieyl.* I
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want you to tell me what I want, along with why
I want it, and why I'm here^ anyway, to wnrt
it*

B.—"That's beyond me."
Ambition.—"Periiapg I can enlighten you.

The greatest of men have found tiiat I mmAf, ^
very good life companion for them—helped tiieni
to find satisfaction."

M. R.—"Just what are you?"— ^ the moving impulse to struggle for
success in any great achievement."
M. R,—^**Good. But you are merely an im-

pulse, not an exphmation. And if I succeed mmy undertakings, what then?"
A.—"You have the joy of knowing you

achieved, and a certain amount of fame besides."—"The joy of achieving will not offset
the sense of having to discontinue further effort
when my life span is measured; and the fame I
nmst leave bdimd me.
A.—"It will inspire others."

R.—"Ad infinitum, eh? And why should
they be inspired, since they too must qu^ liYmff?"

A.—"I know not."
^

M. R.
—"You can go. You are, moreover,

too ksincere. You promise great things, while
too often tile Utter fuhffe k the nrn^ Or the
niccess brings with it the sting of in^titadb, the
curse of laaeliness, or JIA BMMore ctf^tod.
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Good or evil are all the same to you—^the end is

all you can see. You do not care what the after

result is or how the end itself is reached."

Position.—"How about me ? I'm pretty well

liked."

M. R.—"And who are youf*

P.—^•*You ought to recognize me—^youVe seen

me oiot^ifa. I give people standing in their com-

munities. I make life worth living by a veneer

of honor, respect; I attract friends and good

times to them."

M. R.
—"Now I know you. You are nothing

but a voieer yourself. If you happen to wear

off, then exeunt also friends, good times, honor,

and respect. My friend, you are too transitory

—too insignificant."

P.
—"But you must have me."

M. R.—^"In my weaker moments, perhaps.

You forget right now I am seeking for funda-

mentals. You are here to-day, and gone to-

morrow. You are the prey of conditions—^you

are too easily swayed by scandalmongers,

enemies, and envious folk. No—^to-day you

don't appeal to me."

Business.—"How do you do, sir? [What can

I do for you to-day?"

M. R.—"HeUo, old friendl I know you well

You are always brisk and to the point. But,

bless my soul, you can have no part in this series

of interviews."
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B.—•*WIiy not? HOlions of men think I am
worth while. I give them plenty to think about
—I cater to the manly need. I afford pknty of
action, struggle, scheming—and I usualty pay
well. At least, I am impartial I pay accord-
ing to the work done—I have no false stand-
ards."

M. K.—"That's all very true. I like you.
But you are the means to actitm, not tiie end.
You are a way to livelihood, and even comfort
But you don't account for my necessity of earn-
ing the livelihood."

B.—"Come now, old fellow. Why bother
your head about these strange matters? I've
heard what's been going on in here. You won't
get anywhere by trying to sohre the riddle of tiie
universe. You know what one of the world's
great philosophers so truly said:

^Myself when young did eagerly frequent
doctor and^ Saint, and heard great argument

About it and about: but evermore
Came out by the tame door where m I went/

Forget iti Be practical."

M. R.—"That's all very fine. I am—half the
time. The other half I am confronted with the
deeper problems of life, and I feel that I must
solve than, to ny own satisfaction, at least."

B^"I cant he^yo«BliuitaQirt(^ thing. I
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can fupply you a purpoae—and that purpose,

ande from providing for yourself and kindred,

also supplies considerable enjoyment."

M. R.—"You nu an well, old friend. I shall

continue to cultivate you, and hope you wUl stick

by me. But, as you say, you can't help me in

my great dilemma."

Science.—^"'My business Is solving prdUems.

I am Science."

M. R.—"So ? Can you solve mine ?"

S.
—

"I can solve anything, if it have a natural

source."

M. R.—"Precisely—if it have a natural

source. I don't know whether mine has or not;

that's one of the thmgs that's worrying me. I

have an idea that my problem emanates from the

soul."

S —"The soul? There isn't any such thmg.

M. R.—"That's what you say. How do you

know?"
S. ^''Because if there were it could be regis-

tered, weighed, recorded, analyzed, divided into

its component parts."

M. R.
—

"All very well for you to say. But

supposing the soul is a force?"

S. "There can't be a force without a cause

—

a definite traceable origin."

M. R.—^"^ut I recognize the force—fed the

driving power ofmy souL"
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S.
—

"Illusion. All the effect of compiled
thought— the result of physical influenoe—
heredity, if you wish

—**

M. B,--"Who started the physical influence—
iHiere did the fint man get his heredityr

S.
—

"Those are the usual questions of tiie

man wbo does not reason scientifically. Science
is supreme. It answers everj'thing logicaUy.

But it cannot deal with what is known as the ab-
stract, for it does not recognize such as existing.

Only what you can see, touch, feel, smell or hear
makes up the universe. Tou can feel a force,

ma way of course, but if you follow the trail long
enough, you wiU find every fcMrce emanates from
a material cause. Heat you can feel; it comes
from fire, which you can see ; fire from burning
wood, which you can touch; its evidence is also

smoke, which you can smell. Can you touch the
thing you ore pleased to call your soul?*'

M. R.—"No. Btrt I can be just as positiire

myself as you are. I know IVe got a soul, for
I recognize its power within me. SomeUiing
tells me I'm right. You trace everything to a
cause. Why should not the reverse order be true—^all cause the result of eflFect—the effect of God,
or Unirersal Soul, or Supreme Power? How
do you know? Who started the right order?
You yourself have only been really accredited,

accepted, in the past few years. Before a hun-
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dred years ago you weren't in good standing even
-—and a few thousand years ago you weren't
in existence. In your place was conjecture

—

guessing and supposition. You weren't in at the
birth of either cause or first effect I Good day."
Cap and Bells.—"Hi^ - diddle - diddki

Heigh-ho I mathol'*
M. R.—"What's all this rumpus?'*
C. AND B.—"Don't stop me—I'm having a

good time I I'm the real quintessence of the joy
of living. Say, I heard a good one last night.
Two Irishmen went to a picnic where they had
a dance. Along about an hour after the fun
started one of them said to the other : *Tim, how
do you like these newfangled dances?' *Be-
gorra/ says Tim, 'I've

—
*
"

—

—"Here, here! I don't want to hear
stories. What I want—

"

C. AND B.—"Aw, cheer up. Long Face I Get
some fun out of life. ThAt*s about all you can
get out of it, anyway. Be joyful! Laugh, and
you'll have company; laugh, and your troubles'U
vanish. Have fun—you'll be dead soon."
M. R.—"Too true. But the contemplation of

that fact curtails my joy."
C. AND B.—"Don't contemplate it then. Life

is a joke—laugh at it. The joke's on you too.
All the funnier—ha I ha I"

M. R.—"You get on my nerves. I don't feel
like laughing all the time."
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C. ASD B.—"I haven't seen you Wh for
three minutes. Don't you ever do it?"

«iw '"'''"'^ ^ laughter isn't

7°^^^^\ I m trying to find out what the rest
of It IS—^the most of it."

C. AND B.--."Don't ask me. Tm not inter-

I.? ^ "^^^^ interesting-
worth while—" ^
^' ,^'T"^^y^^ help. But you justmake Lfe interesting. Just as you say; only you

can t explam life. Stop your dancing-I'm notm the mood for it right now. Why-what's the
matter? Why are you going away in tears?"

C. AND B.-«OuchI Oh-ohl My footi
VVIiatapam! I ve sprained my ankle-damn
these new dance twisfesr

—
"'•^7'

t1
^^^""^

K"^^^^^S a purpose
ofhfe, sir? I'm one." « -

M. H.—"Justso. A purpose. Not the pur-
pose.

^o*^'* l^ow what you mean. I make

^r iS^ W^V' I satisfy the craving

_^;\—"JJ°»yo«*»'*-^ quite. You ap-
peal to It. You are a reproduction of the reai"A.— I am much sought after; my price is
High. Everybody professes to know me. I
must be beautiful."

M. R.—"You are sought after mostly by peo-
ple who do not know where to find you; there is
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a price on you, but there should be none. You
are beautiful, yes; but not Beauty itself. You
ire a portrayal—^a make-believe."

A.—^**PshawI You are not artistic—^ow can
you be an Idealist?"

M. R.—"I am both, otherwise I would not
have admitted that you are beautiful. But I
am looking beyond the semblance of things. I
am trying to find out, among other things, why
you are necessary to life, and just what you por-
tray. You are merely an expression—of some-
thing. I think of Nature

—

**

Natube.—"You caUed me?'*

M. R.—^"No—I was merely talking of you, to
Art."

N.—"Art is my daughter. But she's a
perverse child."

M. R.—"She looks a good deal like you. But
tell me, how did you happen here?"
N.— was looking for* Art I see she has

run away again. She seems to be ashamed of
herself a great deal lately."

M. R.
—

"I am glad you came anyway. Tell
me, and be candid, are you responsible for all of
life? They call you Mother."
N.—^**More imd more mea are beginning

to think so. I wish they wouldn't. I once
thought, long ago, tiiat they had gotten away
from the idea. I am mother to the physical uni-

Tcrse—^and all things in it. But tiiere is a
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spiritual life, a soul manifestation that I have
nothing to do with. I feel it throbbing throughmy own bemg. I try to teach the majesty of its
actuality with new forces every once in a while,
but men find out somehow or other that these
come from me. Then I try to portray, exhibit
tHe Supreme Poweiv-poorly, I am afraid—with
variegated phenomena. It is not mine—it
works through me. I am a medium, just as you
are.

M. R.—"Thank you. You are very clear. Iamt^g to solve the riddle as to why I am here,
and what I must do to gain satisfaction in Hv-
ing."

N.—.•'DcHi't blame your existence cm mel I
support you—made conditions right for you to
be here. But this I have done throu^ no desire
of my own, specificaUy. I have beai operatimr
under orders." ^*
M. R.—"Whose orders?"
N'.---"Why—I really can't remember now. I

have been doing it so long, I-my memory is
hazy. Milhons and millions of years have I been
at work, fixing up worlds so that men couM live
on them comfortably; and I have been kind to
them. I have supplied them with food, and heat,
and revealed from time to time some of my own
secret powers that they might use them for their
own comfort But so far back-so far back that
I cant remwnber it, the Universal Power—

I
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don't know what I am saying—and if I should
keep on my thoughts would form words that
would shrivel you up; for your own sake I will
leave you. Come out and see me often, and you
w ill perhaps get the truth you seek, graduidly.
Little by little I manifei>l what I cannot—re-
member I'*

M. R.—"She is gone I I have half a mind to

follow her now, out of this stuffy room, out into

great open spaces, out under the clear skies.

How near I came to prying loose the great
secret I I believe Nature knows I • . , "VHiat's

that noise ?'*

Philosophy and Doctrinal Keuoion To-
gether.—"I say T will be first I'*

Philosophy.—"Stand backl He doesn't

want youl*'

B. Reuoion.—^"Reprobate! Let me alone!

He wants Truth, not argument. Hands oflP!"

(Philosophy and Doctrinal Reugion
tumble in together.

)

M. R.—"For shame' Such dignity a'floorl"

D. R.
—

"I was first. He pushed me aside."

P.— came in answer to the calL I found
Religion here, blocking my way."

D. R.—^"I have the answer—^why should you
intrude?"

P.
—"Your answer is too iron-clad, dogmatic;

and withal too varying. Who can understand

such a mess?"
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D. R.--"And your presentation is too irreini.
lar, evasive, vague. You '*

M. R.—"Peace I Peace I Can you two not
agree to let one speak to me at a single time
D. K.—"I am for Peace."
P.—"And I for Peace with Reason."D WThat's false. You are the disturber

of both."

•
it again? WiU you be ever fight-mg? Religion, you are at odds with your own

propaganda. You are ever ready with your fist
to back up your dictums. You have caused
more bloodshed than any other one thing in the
history of the world."

^"""Truth must be supported at any

p.— 'The quiet contemplation of it, with the
reasonable presentation, is more advisable. For
sudi am*I."

^; "You are Error. I have the true
revelation."

J^* ^ """^^ace I Religion, you are too many-
sided. Philosophy, you lead in devious paths.
J\ow if you two could agree, and together tell
me

—

**

p. R.—"I will not agree with Philosophy. I
wiU not agree with anybody but myself. lam
Revelation—believe me m everything, or not at
all—and be damned."
M. R.—"You am go—boUi of you. I see I
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can get nowhere through listening to you. Ah
met I am sore perplexed."

Lorn—^"'I hare been here, waiting. I thougat
I would speak to you after all these others have
gone. I can haimonize all—^if I am given the
chance.**

M. R.
—

"I know you, Sweet Love. You are

welcome. Yes—and I fav vou. But you in-

spire discord as well as ha ny.'*

L.—^'*Nay—the harmony is mine. The dis-

cord grows out of jealousy—^it is man-made. I
am divine. I make possible all things good. I
explain everjiihing. I stimulate all effor*. —I am
the reward of all struggle."

M. R.—"I believe you—in part. Broadly
speaking, you are the salt—or the sugar—of the

world. In a general sense, you are deUghtful,
and satisfying. But the trouble with you is that

you become too personaflit times. You then be-

come tyrannical."

L.
—

"J'.ist what do you mean by that?"

M. R.
—

"I mean that in the specific case you
lead to marriage."

L.—^'*And what have you against it?"

M. R.—^**Well, you see, I am somewhat of a
cyme, I like you for yourself, but as for mar-
riage—it is incontestably an uncertain lottay,

I hold it to be neither expedient, necessary nor
practical Remember, I am Reason talking.**
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*'I^eason should be subordinate to Me, I«m The Reason,"

M. R.—"You are not The Reason except to
your own consideration. You are more of a
moving impulse, an urge. Your end~Marriage—M "jwely a human habit, universal, it is true,«M of lOTg standing. From the standpoint of
expense. It is scarcely feasible, and at best an ex-
pensive luxury. It might prove a benefit or a
blessing were the possibilities of disturbance and
mterference eliminated. And it might prove
much more certain in its results were it possible
to figure beforehand on the chang s in men's and
women s temperaments, or adapt tions to con-
ditions. Differences in the contracting parties-
differences of opinion—are extremely liable to
lead to disaffection. For human nature is never
as strong as the ideal of an Ideal Love. You.
moreover, as shown by experience, are largely a
. atter of association, and subject to disillusion-
jient, renewal, and redistribution. Therefore, I
clami that discretion is by far rather to be fol-
lowed than impulse; and Reascm is a splendid
side-stepper with Desire."

^^slead yourself. Follow me^ and
you will be happy. Millions of men and women
have found this to be true. I am the great
softener of life—the perfume of existence-
many say I am the explanation of both. I give
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contentment, joy, peace, deep satisfaction—^when
I am rightly understood and accepted."

M. B^"! like to have you around—some of
the time. Tou stimulate me. But yoa are not
permanent enou^. You are apt to leave unex-
pectedly—come, acknowledge it: aren't you just
a bit fickle?"

L.
—"No—^but human nature is. There's the

trouble."

M. R.—"Yes—and I am full of human nature.

I must have something to control and satisfy

that"
A Voice.—"Cease jour quibbling and rain

talking, O Manl"
M. R.—"I hear you, but do not see you. Who

or what are you?"
A Voice.— am not to be seen. It is enough

for you to know that I AM. You OuaXi be
eternally seeking me—^and yet never finding me.
I am the Spirit of Supreme Knowledge. I
am Eternal, Infinite, All-Comprehensive. All
things radiate me. You want me—in entirety.

You shall always want me. But I am Universal.

I cannot belong to this,or that place, to this or
that time, or to this or tiiat person. Two great
facts confront and surround you: Eternity and
Infinitude. Be not in a hurry. It is useless.

You will have the time and the opportunity to

continue your search. Disregard nothing on
your way—^all is important. Gain information
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from this OP that so.irce-I am in a way back of
everything. Your joy is in the search. You
^ ^-^"^.^^^^f U^i^erse-small wonder you•» dimtiffied herel Adapt yourself to thefacts-you wiU then find a measuie of Peace.
Riches Ambition, Position. Buiincss, Science,Fun, Art, Nature, Philosophy. Re%ioii. Lc^
--these may not mdeed satisfy you. akne and in-

y^"^^' your good friends.

^TH^^^^^^'''- Neglect them not. Culti-
vate them. They are doing my work for me.And canttnue your iearch^o not be disap-
pointed if you cannot sohre your problems in aainstant or a lifetime. You are EtenuU."
M. R,—"! am satisfied."

THB END.




